
ON THE THEORY OF SPATIAL INVARIANTS

S. CATER

1. Introduction* By an operator we mean in this paper a bounded
linear transformation of a Hubert space into itself. The adjoint of an
operator T we will denote Γ*. An operator is said to be normal if it
commutes with its adjoint.

Given operators A19 A2 on the respective Hubert spaces hlf h2 we say
A1 and A2 are spatially equivalent if there exists a norm preserving linear
transformation (called a spatial isometry) W of hx onto h2 such that
WAXW~X — A2 on h2y or equivalently, W~λA2W"= Aλ on hx. A major
problem of operator theory is to determine a complete set of spatial invari-
ants for an operator; two operators should be spatially equivalent if and
only if they are assigned the same invariants.

This problem has been completely solved for the class of normal
operators (see [5]). The weighted spectrum theorem for normal operators
which generate maximal Abelian self adjoint algebras (henceforth denoted
"masa") on separable Hubert space can be stated as follows; any such
operator T is determined within spatial equivalence by a family of equi-
valent finite Borel measures on the complex plane, concentrated on the
spectrum of T, and this family is a spatial invariant (see bibliography
of [5]). By the decomposition of Abelian PF*-algebras (see [5]) a certain
sequence of such families constitutes a complete set of spatial invariants
for an arbitrary normal operator on separable Hubert space (whether
generating a masa or not).

Let {An} and {Bn} be sequences of operators on the respective Hubert
spaces h and k. We say that {An} is spatially equivalent {Bn} if there
exists an isometry W of h onto k such that WAnW~λ = Bn on k simul-
taneously for all n. Among other things we will find a complete set of
spatial invariants for certain kinds of sequences of normal operators.
And this we will apply to the theory of spatial invariants of some operators
on separable Hubert space which are not normal. Throughout this paper
we will assume that all Hubert spaces employed are separable in order
that families of equivalent measures are at our disposal.

Each of the sections in this paper carries its own introduction and
technical preliminaries. However an acquaintance with multiplication
algebras of finite measure spaces, the weighted spectrum theorem on
separable Hubert space (cited above), and the decomposition of abelian
PF*-algebras, is presupposed throughout.

2 Normal sequences* In this paper C will usually denote the corn-
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plex plane. We define the topological space C to be the cartesian product
of a countable infinity of copies of C. For each integer n > 0 let Cn be
a copy of C; then we may express C, for example, as Πi°Cn. The nth
coordinate function fn, defined fn(xlf x2, , #», •) = #», is continuous
on C The family of coordinate functions separates points in C.

DEFINITION. The proper sets of C are the sets in the σ-ring gener-
ated by all the sets of the form f~τ(E) where n is a positive integer
and E is a Baire subset of C. A complex valued function f on C is
said to be proper if f~\E) is a proper subset of C for each Baire subset
E of C. A measure on the proper sets of C is called a proper measure.

Clearly this definition would be unchanged if we employed open sets
E in lieu of Baire sets, or closed sets in lieu of Baire sets, or compact
sets in lieu of Baire sets.

Sets of the form f~ι(E), E open in C, are open. Hence all the
proper sets lie in the σ-ring generated by the open sets in C. On the
other hand each open set in C is proper because the open sets in the
topological basis of C usually employed are proper and C is second counta-
ble. Hence the proper sets in C constitute the σ-ring generated by the
open sets in C. Likewise the proper sets constitute the σ-ήng generated
by the closed sets in C.

We will be concerned with families of equivalent proper measures on
C, i.e., a proper measure on C and all proper measures equivalent to it.
If a proper set is null with respect to one measure in such a family, it
is null with respect to all members of the family. This defines the null
sets of a family of equivalent proper measures on C. A family of equi-
valent proper measures is said to be concentrated on a set E in C if the
complement of E is a null set with respect to the family.

DEFINITION. A normal sequence {An} is a sequence of mutually
commuting normal operators on a separable Hilbert space. A normal
sequence {An} is said to have simple spectrum if the W*-algebra generated
by all the An together is a masa.

In the normal sequence {An}, At commutes with Ajf all i,j. Hence
Ai commutes with Af, all i, j , by the Fuglede Theorem (see bibliography
of [1]). Likewise A* commutes with Af, all i, j . Hence the *-algebra
generated by the At together is Abelian.

The terms "normal sequence" and "sequence with simple spectrum"
were so selected as to be analogous to the terms "normal operator" and
"operator with simple spectrum". In this paper the phrase "with simple
spectrum" will be abbreviated "wss".

In this section we will show that any wss sequence on a separable
Hilbert space is spatially equivalent to the sequence {Lfn} where m is
some appropriate proper measure on C and where Lfn is multiplication
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on the complex Hubert space L2( C,m) by the nth coordinate function fn.
In order to prove this let {An} be a wss sequence. Let X be the

spectrum of the abelian C*-algebra M generated by all the An together
with the identity. The weak closure of I is a masa on a separable
Hubert space h; consequently there is a vector v eh such that Mv is
dense in h and \\v\\ = 1 (see [5]). Let T'<-> Γ(.) be the canonical corre-
spondence between M and C(X). For each vector Tv, TeM, define
φ(Tv)=T(.) in C(X). φ is well defined, for if 2> = T2v9 (0) =
M{TX - T2)v = (2\ - T2)Mv and Γ2 - Γa = 0, Γ^.) - T2(.). We define
the following integral on C(X);\(T(.)) = (Tv,v). \\φ(Tv)\\l=\(T(.)-T(.)) =
(T*Tv,v) = || Tv ||2. λ is faithful for v is a separating vector for M.
This integral is implemented by a unique measure on X as in [4], pp.
29-37. To save notation we call this measure λ also, φ is norm preserv-
ing where the norm on C(X) is the L2(X, λ) norm. The closure of the
manifold [Mv] is h and the L2 closure of C(X) is L2(Xf λ). φ extends
in a unique manner to an isometry of h onto L2(X, λ). If TeM,
φ(AnTv) = i j ( . ) - A.(.)Γ(.) = LAni,φ(Tv) on L2(X, λ) where L ^ ω is
multiplication on L2(X, λ) by An(.). Since φAn — Awφ on a dense mani-
fold in h, φAnφ*1 = L4n(., on L2(X, λ). This holds simultaneously for all
n. The functions An(.) separate points in Xbecause Mis the C*-algebra
generated by the operators An and the identity. We can consequently
identify X with a compact subset E of C as in [3], p. 152; for x e X,
x^{Aι{x)1 A2{x), A3(#), , An(x)f •). Observe that the function Aw(.) is
carried into /Λ on C. λ implements a finite measure m on E in the obvious
manner. We extend m to all of C by making all subsets of the comple-
ment of E m null. The multiplication algebra of (C, m) is essentially the
same as the multiplication algebra of (X, λ). Hence we are able to state

LEMMA 1. For any wss sequence {An} on a separable Hίlbert space
h there exists a finite measure m on C concentrated on a compact sub-
set such that {An} is spatially equivalent {Lf } on L2(C, m) where fn is
the nth coordinate function.

It remains only to show that there exists a proper measure with
the same property. By means of topological arguments we could adjust
m so that it is proper, but the following result is more elegant and will
be particularly significant in our future papers on unbounded operators.
For a measure m on C as in Lemma 1 there exists a finite proper measure
mx on C with the same property.

To prove this assertion let v be the vector in L2(C, m) which is
identically 1. Lfnv is a vector in L2(C, m), hence the coordinate functions
fn are m measurable. All the proper sets are m measurable and so are
all the proper functions. We need only prove that every bounded m
measurable function is a.e. equal to a proper function, then make mL
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the reduction of m to the proper sets. The operators of the form Lf, f
bounded, proper, constitute a *-algebra the weak closure of which contains
all the Lfn. Since {An}, {LfJ are wss, the strong closure of this algebra
is a masa, more precisely the multiplication algebra of (C, m). Let S
be an m measurable set. Let gn be a proper bounded function such
t h a t J| jr. - χs \\ < 2~n, all n. \\Re gn~ χS\\ ^\\gn-χs || so w e c a n suppose
g% is real valued. But |χ ( ί i P ) l l ί ) i i l -χs\ ^2\gn-χs\. | | χ { , ; α f l ( B , i 4 ) -χ β | |<2 1 - Λ .
Define the proper set En = U<a«ta ft(α) ̂  i}. || χEn - χs | | < 22"w and
M s = Xs a. e., all n. Define the proper set E = Γ I A II Z* - & II = °
Each m measurable set S is equal to a proper set E modulo null sets.
Now each bounded nonnegative m measurable function / is the uniform
limit of a nondecreasing sequence of m measurable step functions sn.
Each sn is a. e. equal to a proper step function s'n such that s'n is non-
decreasing as n increases. An argument employing bounded monotone
sequences of numbers shows that sf

n converges pointwise to a proper
function which must equal / a.e. This proves

LEMMA 2. For any wss sequence {An} on separable Hubert space
there exists a finite proper measure m on C such that {An} is spatially
equivalent {LfJ on L2(C, m) where fn is the nth coordinate function.

3* Spatial invariants for wss sequences. Suppose m is a finite proper
measure on C concentrated on a compact set E. L2(C, m) is a separable
Hubert space because C is second countable. {Lfn} is a normal sequence
on L2(C,m) where fn is the nth coordinate function. Let "Refn" and
"Imfn" denote respectively the real and imaginary parts of fn. Let M
be the abelian ΫP*-algebra generated by all the Lfn. Lf*n — L r- e M.
LRefn, LImfn e M. For any real r, the function r Λ (Refn) is the uniform
limit on E of polynomials in Refn. Consequently LrA{Refn) e M. Likewise
LrMimfn)

 e M. It follows that for any open set U in C LXf-iiσ)eMf all
n. M is the multiplication algebra of (C, m) and {Lf } is wss. Thus we
have

LEMMA 3. Any finite proper measure on C concentrated on a com-
pact set defines a wss sequence as described above.

Now suppose m and m1 are two finite proper measures concentrated
on the respective compact sets Ex and E2. Let Lfn be multiplication on
L2{C, m) by the nth coordinate function fn, and let Tfn be multiplication
on L2{C,m^) by fn. Suppose furthermore there exists an isometry W of
L2(C, m) onto L2(C, mx) such that WLf W~x = Tf on L2(C, mj, all n.
L / ; - Lf~, Tn = Tfn. WLRefnW-> = τleίn and WLImίW^ = TImfn, all
n. Ex U E2 is compact. For any real number r, r A (Refn) is the
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uniform limit on Eλ U E2 of appropriate polynomials in Refn. Hence
WL^^W-^ TrMRefn) and likewise WLrK{Imίn)W^ = TrMImfn). Con-
sequently for any open set U in C, WL%f-im W~λ = T%f-im. And for

J n Jn

any proper set E in C, WL^^W"1 = T%E. Thus a proper set E in C is
not see copy the 0 operator on L2(C, raj if and only if T%E is not the 0
operator on L2(C, raj if and only if E is not m1 null, ra and ra: are
equivalent measures. We state

LEMMA 4. // two finite proper measures concentrated on compact
subsets of C define spatially equivalent wss sequences, they are equivalent
measures.

Next we suppose ra and mx are equivalent finite proper measures
concentrated on compact sets. Let dmjdm denote the Radon-Nikodym
derivative function. We define the mapping W oί L2(C, ra) onto L2(C, raj
as follows; for feL2(C, ra), Wf — (dmjdm)^/. The proofs that W is an
isometry of L2(C, ra) onto L2(C, raj and that W(.) W"1 demonstrates the
spatial equivalence of the wss sequences defined by the respective measures
ra and mlf we leave to the reader.

LEMMA 5. // two finite proper measures concentrated on compact
subsets of C are equivalent, the wss sequences respectively defined by
them are spatially equivalent.

With each wss sequence on separable Hubert space we associate a
finite proper measure concentrated on a compact subset of C as was done
in Lemma 2, and all such finite proper measures equivalent to it. Thus
every wss sequence is assigned a family of equivalent finite proper
measures concentrated on a compact subset of C, and two wss sequences
are assigned the same family if and only if they are spatially equivalent.
These families are the spatial invariants we seek. Furthermore any such
family is assigned to a wss sequence unique within spatial equivalence
by Lemmas 3 and 5. Consequently such families are models of wss se-
quences. To recapitulate

THEOREM 1. To each wss sequence on separable Hilbert space we
have assigned a family of equivalent finite proper measures concentrated
on a compact subset of C, and two wss sequences are assigned the same
family if and only if they are spatially equivalent. Such families
are models of wss sequences in the sense that each is assigned to a wss
sequence unique within spatial equivalence.

Suppose finally that A is a wss operator on separable Hilbert space.
Then (A, 0, 0, , 0, •) is a wss sequence. Let ^ be the family
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assigned to this sequence in Theorem 1. We claim that the proper sets
{#; fn(%) Φ 0}, n> 1 are null with respect to ^ Otherwise there would
be a positive number r such that E — {x; \fn(x) | ^ r} is not null with
respect to J ^ some n > 1, and LfnχE (in any of the measures in ^~)
is not the 0 vector contrary to the fact that all operators in the wss
sequence after the first are zero. Consequently the set UL>i{#; ΛW^O}
is null with respect to ^K j^~ is concentrated on the set of elements
in C constructed by restricting all coordinates after the first to 0. Each
measure in ^" induces a Baire measure on C (consider only the first
coordinate in C) and these Baire measures are equivalent and are con-
centrated on a compact subset of C. It is evident that these Baire
measures on C constitute the spatial invariant constructed for A in the
original weighted spectrum theorem (see the bibliography of [5]). Thus
Theorem 1 is a bona fide generalization of the weighted spectrum theorem
for wss operators on separable Hubert space.

4. Spatial invariants for normal sequences. Any normal sequence on
separable Hubert space is the direct sum of unique ΐ-fold copies of wss
sequences, i = oo, 1, 2, 3, (see [5]). We could easily make our spatial
invariants for normal sequences mappings from the cardinals oo, 1,2, 3,
to families of the form described in § 3. However the invariants we
will employ are much simpler.

Let _̂ ~ be a family of equivalent finite proper measures concentrated
on a compact subset of C and let {£/*} be a sequence of disjoint proper
sets modulo null sets, that is E{ Π Ejf i Φ j are null with respect to
J C {LfJ restricted to L2(Eiy ^ " ) is a wss sequence where L2(Eit J*~}
is the Hubert space L2(Eif m) for some m e &~ and Lfn is multiplication
on L2(Eif m) by the nth. coordinate function (see Lemma 5). Let {Bin}
denote this wss sequence. Let {An} be the direct sum of the i-fold
copies of {Bin}, 0 < i < oo, together with the oo-fold copy of {Lfn} re-
stricted to L2(C~ \Ji<OoEi9 J

Γ). {An} is a normal sequence on separable
Hubert space, and by Lemma 3 the TF*-algebra generated by the An

is the direct sum of the i-fold copies of the multiplication algebras of
(Ei9 ^ Π together with the oo-fold copy of the multiplication algebra of

LEMMA 6. Any family of equivalent finite proper measures con-
centrated on a compact subset of C together with a sequence of mutually
disjoint proper sets (Eι Π Ejf i Φ j , null) defines a normal sequence on
separable Hilbert space unique within spatial equivalence as described
above.

Now let {An} be a normal sequence on separable Hilbert space h,
and let M be the abelian W*-algebra generated by the operators An.
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For each cardinal i = oo,l, 2, •••, there is a unique subspace h{ of h
which together generate h, such that Mn% (the reduction of M to h{) is
an i-fold copy of a masa. Let k{ be subspaces of the respective h{ such
that Mki is a masa algebraically *-isomorphic to Mh.. Let k be the
subspace of h generated by all the k{. Mk is the direct sum of the masas
Mkt; hence Mk is a masa and the reduction of {An} to k is a wss sequence,
call it {Bn}. Let ^ be the family assigned to {Bn} in Theorem 1. Let
Pki be the projection with range k{. Pki e Mk. Pkl defines a proper set
Ex modulo null sets (with respect to ^~); more precisely Pk± is multipli-
cation by χEl on L2(C, ^ r ) . In a similar manner the projection Pk2

defines the proper set E2 modulo null sets, Pkz defines E$, etc. Thus we
have associated with the normal sequence {An} a family of equivalent
finite proper measures concentrated on a compact subset of C and a
sequence of mutually disjoint proper sets modulo null sets. A review of
our construction discloses that these are spatial invariants. If {An} and
{A'n} are spatially equivalent normal sequences on separable Hubert space
we have assigned the same entities to them. By the procedure described
in the second paragraph of § 4 the sequence {An} may be constructed
within spatial equivalence from the invariants just assigned to it. And
finally any such family and sequence of proper sets described in that
paragraph are the invariants assigned to some appropriate normal sequence
on separable Hubert space. To recapitulate

THEOREM 2. We have assigned to each normal sequence on separable
Hilbert space a family of equivalent finite proper measures concentrated
on a compact subset of C together with a sequence of mutually disjoint
proper subsets of C modulo null sets, such that two normal sequences
are spatially equivalent if and only if they are assigned the same
entities. Furthermore such a family and sequence of subsets are assigned
to some normal sequence unique within spatial equivalence. This defines
models of normal sequences within spatial equivalence.

The following conclusions concerning the invariants assigned to a
normal sequence are evident. The sequence is wss if and only if Ex (in
the sequence of subsets) equals C modulo null sets. C equals \Ji<0oEi

modulo null sets if and only if there is no uniform oo -multiplicity involved
(see [5]). Ei is null if and only if there is no uniform multiplicity i
involved (see [5]).

5. Projection valued measures* The classical spectral theorem (see

[6]) states that for each bounded normal operator A on a Hilbert space

h there exists a projection valued measure P from the Baire sets of C

to projections in £?(h) such that A = I xdP where x is the current
Jo
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variable (since we take A to be bounded the integral may be regarded
as the uniform limit of the usual sums). Our purpose is to generalize
the classical spectral theorem so as to apply it to a normal sequence.
Given any normal sequence {An} on a Hubert space h we will find a
projection valued measure P from the proper subsets of C to projections

in the PF*-algebra generated by the An such that An = \ fndP all n,
JO

where fn is the nth. coordinate function on C and the integral is under-
stood to be the uniform limit of the usual sums.

In order to develop this let {An} be a normal sequence on a separable
Hubert space h. Let M be the T7*-algebra generated by all the An.
For each cardinal i — oo, 1, 2, there is a subspace ht of h such that
Mhi is an i-fold copy of a masa. For each such cardinal ί select a sub-
space k{ of hi such that Mkt is a masa algebraically *-isomorphic MH.
Let k be the subspace of h generated by all the k{. Mk is the direct
sum of the masas Mki; hence Mk is a masa. {An} reduced to k is a wss
sequence. Let φ be the mapping which carries each operator in M into
its reduction to k. It suffices to solve the problem first on k, then apply
Φ~x to the projections in Mk thus obtained.

In other words we may now assume that {An} is wss. By § 3 we
assign to {An} a family ^ of equivalent finite proper measures concentrated
on a compact subset of C. We identify h with L2(C, J^") in such a way
that An is multiplication on L2(C, J^~) by the nth coordinate function.
For each proper subset E in C let the projection measure of E be multi-
plication on L2(C, ^~) by the characteristic function of E. By the
definition of the integral the desired conclusion is trivial.

THEOREM 3. Given any normal sequence {An} on a separable Hilbert
space, there exists a measure P from proper subsets of C to projections
in My the abelian W*-algebra generated by all the An, such that An =
\ fndP simultaneously for all n where fn is the nt\ι coordinate function
JO

of C and where the integral is understood to be the uniform limit of
the usual sums.

In conclusion we show that the hypothesis in Theorem 3 that the
underlying Hilbert space is separable can be discarded. Zorn's axiom
shows that there exists a family of vectors (vΛ) such that the manifolds
{Mva} are multually orthogonal and together generate h. Each of these
manifolds reduces all the An and At. It suffices to show that the closures
of each of those manifolds is a separable subspace of h. Theorem 3
solves the problem on each separable subspace and we merely sum to
get the projections we desire.

A Hilbert space is separable if there is a W* -algebra with a cyclic
vector on the space generated by countably many operators. The verifi-
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cation of this we leave to the reader.

6* Shift invariant measures* In § 2 we defined the topological space
C to be the cartesian product of a countable infinity of copies of C, the
complex plane. For each integer i, positive, negative or zero, let C{ be a
copy of C. We can regard C as Π-ooC,. Let s be the shift mapping on C
defined s{ , xi9 •} = {• , yif •} where {•••,#<, •} e C and yi — x^λ.
Plainly s and s"1 carry proper sets onto proper sets, s also preserves
all the set operations on proper sets. A proper measure m is said to be
' 'shift invariant'' if m(E) = m(sE) for any proper set E.

Let m and m1 be two shift invariant finite proper measures on C
which are equivalent measures. Let dmjdm be the Radon-Nikodym

derivative function. For any proper set E we have I dm1jdm(.)dm —
f C JE

mλ(E) — mλ(sE) = I dmjdm(.)dm = I dmjdm(s.)dm. It follows that
J sE JE

dmjdm is shift invariant; that is, dmjdm(.) = dmjdm(s.) a.e. with
respect to m and m2. Let [7, V be the respective unitaries on L2(C, m),
L2(C, m j induced by the shift mapping s. Let W be the spacial isometry
from L2(C, m) onto L2(C, mx) defined as follows; Wf — (dmjdm)^f for
/ 6 L2(C, m). For ^ e L2(C,

WUW~ιg=

= (dmjdm)h(.)(dmildm)~b(8.)g(s.) = Vg ,

a. e. WUW-1 = V on L2(C, m^. Furthermore if L/o, TffJ denote the
respective multiplications on L2(C, m), L2(C, mx) by the Oth coordinate
function f0, then WΓ( C/L/o) T7"1 = FΓ / o on L2{C,m^). Consequently

LEMMA 7. If m, mx are equivalent finite proper shift invariant
measures on C, then ULfo is spatially equivalent VTfQ where U (respec-
tively V) is the unitary on L2(C, m) (respectively L2(C, m^)) induced by
the shift mapping s on C, and LfQ (respectively Tfo) is multiplication
on L2(C, m) (respectively L2(C, mj) by the Oth coordinate function fQ.

We now apply our preceding work to the spatial invariants theory
of certain individual operators. Let ί be a measure preserving one-to-
one point transformation of a finite separable measure space (X, λ) onto
itself. Let / be a nonnegative bounded measurable function on X which is
positive a.e., such that the operators Lf{tι.)y — oo < % < oo, generate the
multiplcation algebra of (X, λ). Let U be the unitary on L2(X, λ) im-
plemented by the mapping t. Observe that Ό~iLnΛΌ

i = Lf{tιm), — oo
< i < oo. Also the polar decomposition of ULf is (U)(Lf) because U is
unitary and Lf is nonsingular.

DEFINITION. An operator ULf on separable Hilbert space which
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arises as in the preceding paragraph (and any operator spatially equiva-
lent such an operator) is said to be amenable (the author is indebted to
H. A. Dye for this concept).

In particular, a nonnegative nonsingular wss operator on separable
Hubert space is amenable; just let t be the identity. And the spatial
invariants theory for bounded self adjoint operators on separable Hubert
space reduces to that of operators of this kind (see [5]).

Now suppose ULf is amenable, (X, λ) the measure space as above.
Express C as Π-ooC;. Let Ra C denote the product of the copies of the
positive real axis. There exists a family j^~ of equivalent finite proper
measures concentrated on a compact subset of R and a spatial isometry
W of L2(X,X) onto L2(C, ^) such that W(.)W~τ carries all L/(ίιf) on
L2(Xt λ) into multiplication by the ίth coordinate function on L2(C, *.^~),
— oo < i < co. This was established in § 3—the indexing was different
but that does not matter. W(.)W~1 implements a Boolean isomorphism
between the projections in the multiplication algebras of (X, λ) and
(C, ^~), and hence a correspondence σ between measurable subsets of
X (modulo X null sets) and proper subsets of C (modulo null sets with
respect to ^). X and σ implement in an obvious manner a finite proper
measure m concentrated on a compact subset of R. It is evident that
a proper set is jβt~ null if and only if it is m null. Consequently m € JK
σtσ~λ is an m preserving set transformation modulo m null sets of the
proper subsets of C which preserves set operations; to save notation call
it t also. On L2(C,m), L/|(ί., = Lfi+l{,)9 — oo < % < oo, by construction
where / f is the ΐth coordinate function. It follows that tE — sE modulo
m null sets for proper subsets E in C. Hence m is shift invariant, σ
extends uniquely to a spatial isometry of L2(X, X) onto L2(C, m). Let V
be the unitary on L2(C, m) induced by the shift mapping s. σUσ'1 = V
on L2(C, m). σLjO'1 — Lfo on L2(C, m) where f0 is the Oth coordinate
function and / on X is given as in the definition of amenable operator.
Hence σ^UL^σ"1 = VLfo on L2(C,m). We state

LEMMA 8. // ULf is an amenable operator arising from a finite
measure space (X, λ), measurable function f and transformation t (as
in the definition of amenable operator), there exists a finite shift
invariant proper measure m concentrated on a compact subset of R and
a spatial isometry a of L2(X, X) onto L2(C, m) such that σLf^t^σ'1 = Lfi,
— oo < % < oo, on L2(C, m) where fi is the ith coordinate function on
C, and σUσ-1 = V on L2(C, m) where U (respectively V) is the unitary
on L2(X, X) (respectively L2(C, m)) implemented by the transformation t
(respectively s).

Thus Lemma 8 permits us to associate with each amenable operator
ULf a family of equivalent finite proper measures concentrated on a
compact subset of C which contains at least one shift invariant member.
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Lemma 7 proves that two amenable operators are assigned the same
family only if they are spatially equivalent.

Now suppose ULf and VLg are spatially equivalent amenable operators
on separable Hubert spaces. There is a spatial isometry W such that
W( ULf) W~x = VLg. By the uniquesness of the polar decompositions of
these amenable operators we have WUW~X = V and WLfW~λ = Lg.
Hence W( UιLf U'1) W~λ = V'LgV'1, -oo< % < oo. The wss sequences
{U'LfJJ-1} and {VιLgV-*} are spatially equivalent. By § 3 we have
assigned ULf and VLg the same family.

It is trivial that family of equivalent finite proper measures concen-
trated on a compact subset of R which contains at least one shift
invariant member, is assigned to an appropriate amenable operator (see
Lemma 7). We recapitulate § 6 in

THEOREM 4. To each amenable operator we have assigned a family
of equivalent finite proper measures concentrated on a compact subset
of R which contains at least one shift invariant member. Two amenable
operators are spatially equivalent if and only if they are assigned the
same family. A family of equivalent finite proper measures concen-
trated on a compact subset of R is assigned to some amenable operator
if and only if it contains at least one shift invariant member, and fQ

is positive ax.
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